Given the intractability of large scale HIN, network embedding which learns low dimensional proximity-preserved representations for nodes in the new space becomes a natural way to analyse HIN. However, two challenges arise in HIN embedding. (1) Di erent HIN structures (also known as meta-paths) with di erent semantic meanings play di erent roles in capturing relationships among nodes in HIN, how can we learn personalized preferences over di erent meta-paths for each individual node in HIN? (2) With the number of large scale HIN increasing dramatically in various web services, how can we update the embedding information of new nodes in an e cient way? Existing HIN embedding methods only learn a global preference rather than personalized preference over each meta-path, therefore can not capture the personalized importance of meta-path to each node. Neither can they e ciently compute the embedding for each new node without traversing the whole HIN. To tackle these challenges, we propose a Hierarchical A entive Heterogeneous information network Embedding (HAHE ) model which is capable of learning personalized meta-path preferences for each node as well as updating the embedding information for each new node e ciently with only its neighbor node information. e proposed HAHE model extracts the semantic relationships among nodes in the semantic space based on di erent meta-paths and adopts a neighborhood a ention layer to conduct weighted aggregations of neighborhood structure features for each node, enabling the embedding information of each new node to be updated e ciently. Besides, a meta-path a ention layer is also employed to learn the personalized meta-path preferences for each individual node. Extensive experiments on several real-world datasets show that our proposed HAHE model signi cantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in terms of various evaluation metrics. ACM Reference format:
INTRODUCTION
e le part is the HIN and the right part is the extracted meta-paths and learned embedding.
A heterogeneous information network (HIN) is a network whose nodes and links may belong to di erent types. HINs are ubiquitous in our daily life and many real world networks can be modeled as HINs, e.g., bibliographic network, social network and knowledge base etc. Mining HIN has become a hot research topic which attracts a lot of a entions from researchers due to its capability of capturing meta structures with various rich semantic meanings wide applications in real-world scenarios including recommender systems, clustering, and outlier detections [10, 29, 34] .
HINs are becoming more and more popular in real world, however, directly mining such complex relationships is neither e cient nor e ective. Network embedding, given its capability of preserving network structure and node proximity in networks, has drawn much a ention from researchers. e new spaces obtained by network embedding models can be then fed to many existing machine learning algorithms to help improve performances in various tasks such as node classi cation, clustering, and link prediction etc. erefore, the widely studied network embedding techniques recently have also been extended to help analyse HINs [6, 29] . HIN embedding targets the problem of exploiting various types of relationships among nodes and the network structures which are carried by meta-path, a sequence of node types and/or edge types. Figure 1 presents a scenario in which authors can be connected by paper with term and venue information. Here the proximities between authors can be measured through mining if they coauthor a paper, publish a paper in the same venue, or publish paper with citations between them, each of which may form a meta-path that refers a di erent semantic space. HIN embedding learns the metapath based node embedding so that proximities among nodes in each space can be preserved. e comprehensive node embedding should be based on all these meta-path based embeddings.
However, di erent meta-paths normally contribute di erently in producing HIN embeddings for di erent tasks and it will burden users a lot to manually provide explicit guidances in determining di erent importances of meta-paths for each node. erefore, one challenge is that how can we automatically learn these importance weights of meta-paths for each individual node. Existing methods either do not distinguish the di erent importances of meta-paths or learn the importance weights for di erent meta-paths taking the global HIN structure into consideration. us they fail to learn a personalized preference towards di erent meta-paths for each individual node in di erent tasks. Furthermore, when real-world large scale HINs are more and more popular, the requirement from many real-world applications that embeddings should be quickly generated/updated for new nodes [11] becomes more and more di cult to meet. erefore, how can we e ciently generate/update the embeddings for new nodes becomes another challenging problem. Existing HIN embedding methods only support transductive learning of the embeddings through traversing the whole HIN, which fails to generate embeddings for new nodes e ciently.
To solve the above challenges, in this paper, we propose a Hierarchical A entive Heterogeneous information network Embedding (HAHE ) model which can e ciently learn HIN embeddings with personalized preferences over di erent meta-paths for each individual node. e proposed HAHE model are also adequate for e cient generations of embeddings for new nodes through aggregation of neighbor structure information rather than traversal of the whole HIN.
Moreover, our proposed method assumes that each meta-path refers to a semantic space and nodes connected by di erent metapaths share di erent structure features. In each semantic space, we learn the embedding of each node by a weighted aggregation of neighbor features so that both rst order and second order proximities can be preserved. A er learning di erent embeddings with respect to di erent meta-paths for each node, we aggregate these embeddings together for each node by considering each node's personalized preferences towards di erent meta-paths. We employ a ention mechanism to i) determine di erent importances of different neighbors with respect to each meta-path for each node and ii) learn personalized preferences towards di erent meta-paths for each individual node. In particular, the main advantages of using a ention on HINs can be summarized as follows: i) A ention allows the HAHE model to be robust towards noisy parts of the HINs, thus improve the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio; ii) A ention allows the HAHE model to assign a relevance score to each node in the HINs to highlight nodes with the most task-relevant information and therefore improve SNR; iii) A ention also provides a way for us to make HAHE more interpretable. e contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
(1) We propose a Hierarchical A entive Heterogeneous information network Embedding (HAHE ) model to learn HIN node embeddings which can not only optimize for HAHE √ √ √ speci c task, but also supportmeta-path inductive learning for unseen nodes. (2) We elaborately design hierarchical a ention mechanism to distinguish the importance of neighborhood nodes and meta-paths for learning comprehensive embeddings. (3) We conduct experiments on real-world datasets to show the superiority of our model against several existing methods and give comprehensive analysis on the learned embeddings and a ention coe cients in order to gain more insights of the datasets. e reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work. Section 3 describes notations used in this paper and presents some preliminary knowledge. en, we propose the HAHE model in Section 4. Experiments and detailed analysis are reported in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we will review the related studies in four aspects, namely heterogeneous information network, network embedding, heterogeneous information network embedding and a ention mechanisms. We compare our method with the existing methods in Table  1 Heterogeneous Information Network As a newly emerging direction, heterogeneous information network (HIN) has been extensively studied as a powerful and e ective paradigm to model complex objects and relations. In HIN, nodes can be reached by paths with di erent semantic meanings and these paths(also called meta-paths [33] ) have been explored for ful lling tasks, including classi cation [15] , clustering [31, 34] , recommendation [5, 47] , and outlier detection [10] . However, with the development of data collecting, the scale of HIN are growing and the adjacent representation is always high-dimensional and sparse. A low-dimensional and dense representation is needed to serve as the basis for di erent downstream applications.
Network Embedding Network embedding aims at learning low-dimensional vector representation to facilitate a be er understanding of semantic relationships among nodes. Many existing works focus on learning representation for homogeneous networks. Among them, a branch of methods [9, 25, 36 ] employ a truncated random walk to generate node sequences, which is treated as sentences in language models and fed to the skip-gram model to learn embeddings. Beyond skip-gram model, graph structure is also incorporated into deep auto-encoder to preserve the highly non-linear rst order and second order proximities [3, 13, 36, 40] . Recently, inspired by GCN [16] which use convolution operators that o er promise as an embedding methodology, a wide variety of graph neural network(GNN) models have been proposed [11, 39, 45, 46, 46] . Also, in many real-world applications, nodes are also associated with a ributes, network embedding has been explored on such attributed networks [13, 19, 24, 52] . However, these methods assume that there only exists single type of node/edge while real-world datasets usually contain multiple node/edge types.
Heterogeneous Information Network Embedding Recently, network embedding has been extended to HINs and a bunch of methods have been proposed. Among them, heterogeneous skipgram model based methods are proposed [6, 14, 49] where metapath based random walks are used to generate graph contexts. However, random walk based methods is time consuming in large scale HINs and only support transductive learning for new incoming nodes.
Beyonds the meta-path based random walk and skip-gram model, neural networks are also explored on HINs. In HIN2vec [8] , a singlehidden-layer feedforward neural network is applied to enable users to capture rich semantics of relationships and the details of the network structure to learn representations of nodes in HINs. In HNE [4] and PTE [35] , node embeddings are learned by capturing 1-hop neighborhood relationships between nodes via deep architectures. In Aspem [30] and HEER [50] , HIN is decomposed into multiple aspects and embeddings are derived from the aspects. Some methods learn embedding on speci c HINs such as knowledge graph (KG) [7, 50] , signed HINs [41] or employ HIN embedding for speci c tasks such as similarity search [28] and recommendation [5, 12, 29] However, most of the above methods either use the weights given by users or just equally leverage the meta-paths which ignores the di erent semantics of relationships between nodes. Also, embedding learning in inductive manner has not been well solved by these methods yet.
Attention In Graphs A ention mechanism was rst introduced in the deep learning community to help models a end to important parts of the data [2, 23] . It has been proved e cient in many computer vision [42] , natural language processing domains [43] and other data mining tasks [44] .
More recently, there has been a growing interest in a ention models for graphs and various techniques have been proposed. Similar to DeepWalk [25] and Node2Vec [9] , A entionWalks [1] is proposed to use a ention to steer the walk towards a broader neighborhood or to restrict within a narrower neighborhood. Methods like GAT [27, 39] and AGNN [37] extend graph convolutional networks(GCN) [16] by incorporating an explicit a ention mechanism. In GAM [17] , two types of a ention are used learn node embeddings: one for the guidance of random walk to determine the relevance of neighboring nodes and another to determine the relevance of various subgraph embeddings. In this paper, we extend a ention mechanism to HIN and a hierarchical a ention architecture is proposed to distinguish the importance of neighborhood nodes and meta-paths for learning comprehensive embeddings. 
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PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we formally de ne the problem of Heterogeneous Information Network Embedding and introduce some background de nitions. D 1. Heterogeneous Information Network A heterogeneous information network(HIN) [32] is de ned as a network with multiple types of nodes and/or multiple types of links. As a mathematical abstraction, we de ne a HIN as G = {V, E}, where V denotes the set of nodes and E denotes the set of links. A HIN is also associated with a node type mapping function f : V → O, which maps the node to a prede ned node type, and a link type mapping function f e : E → R, which maps the link to a prede ned link type. e input links of HIN are o en between di erent types of nodes and represented with commuting matrix M [33] where M i j ∈ {0, 1} denotes the link between node i and j . Nodes without direct links can be connected by other types of nodes and such connections are also called meta-path. D 2. Network schema and meta-path Network schema is a template for a heterogeneous information network G which is a directed graph de ned over object types, denoted as T G = {O, L}. A meta-path [33] π is de ned on the network schema T G = {O, L} and is denoted in the form of π = o 1
e de nition of meta-path is o en given by users with prior knowledge. Some previous works [34, 48] have been focused on automatically nd the meta-path. However, it is not the main problem we aim to solve in this paper and we assume the metapath is de ned by user. Given the meta-path set, our work focuses on distinguishing these meta-paths. In real-world HIN, not all the node types are studied and we separate them into target node type and content node type. D 3. Target/Content type nodes e target type nodes V T are de ned as nodes aims to be embedded in network embedding. ey are o en associated with labels in semi-supervised learning tasks. e content type nodes V C are de ned as the rest type of nodes which serves as connection between target type nodes.
It is worth noting that providing labels for all node types is timeconsuming and labor-intensive in real-world applications. e target type nodes can be connected with di erent types of content nodes with semantic meanings. In this paper, we only learn the embedding for one particular target type of nodes in HIN. Learning embeddings for all node types can be achieved by se ing each node type as target type. 
MODEL
In this section, we describe the details of our proposed Hierarchical A entive Heterogeneous Information Network Embedding(HAHE ) model. e basic idea is that target type nodes can be projected into di erent semantic space by each meta-path. We can learn metapath based embeddings to preserve the proximities in each space by aggregating neighborhood information. e comprehensive embedding should be related to all the meta-path based embedding which naturally form a hierarchical structure. We elaborately design the hierarchical a ention mechanism to learn preference towards meta-path based neighborhood information and meta-path based embeddings. e architecture of HAHE is showed in Fig  2. It consists of several parts: semantic space materialization, a neighborhood a ention layer and a meta-path a ention layer. 
Semantic space materialization
Given a HIN G = {V, E} and a set of meta-paths {π 1 , π 2 ...π m }, the target type nodes i ∈ V T can be connected by meta-paths with di erent semantic meanings. To learn node embeddings from each semantic space, we materialize the semantic space in two aspects: the meta-path based neighborhood and structural features. It is worth noting that we only study the problem of non-a ributed HIN embedding in this paper where nodes are without additional a ributes. However, it is easy for our proposed HAHE model to be extended to a ributed heterogeneous information network(AHIN) [20] and we will discuss this later.
From meta-path based neighborhood aspect, given meta-path π , the relation strength between target type nodes can be extracted by matrix multiplication of partial commuting matrix {M 1 , M 2 , ...}. We use a weighted matrix M π ∈ R |V |×|V | to denote the meta-path based relation strength where M π = M 1 M 2 ...M |P | and M π i j is the number of meta-path instances between target type node i and j . e weighted matrix can also be viewed as the adjacent matrix of a weighted homogeneous information network corresponding to the semantic space where nodes are target type nodes and edges are related to the relation strength. Based on the the relation strength matrix M π , meta-path based neighborhood can be de ned as:
where π is the meta-path and M is the meta-path based relation strength matrix. Such adjacent relationship are employed in HAHE model for neighborhood aggregation. From meta-path based structural feature aspect, given a HIN G and meta-path π , we use the connection distribution as the structural feature of nodes. e proximity between nodes can then be measured by the similarity of structural features vectors. To measure the connection between nodes in HIN, we have the following candidate measures:
(1) Path Count: the number of path instances between target type node i and any other target type node j ∈ V T following meta-path π . (2) Pairwise Random Walk [22] : the pairwise random walk probability starting from target type node i and end in any other target type node j ∈ V T . (3) Positive Pointwise Mutual Information(PPMI) [18] : related to the statistics of graph context generated by random walks following meta-path π and re ect the connection strength.
However, Pairwise Random Walk and PPMI are based on random walks on graphs which can not be directly applied for unseen nodes in graph. In order to support inductive learning and e ciently extract structure features, we use Path Count to learn the meta-path based structural feature. It has been proved [33] that nodes with high visibility may a ect the similarity measure between nodes. To balance the visibility of nodes, we use the normalized connection strength matrix as the features of nodes of meta-path π :
where M π i j is the relation strength between node i and j based on meta-path π . Note that for di erent meta-path π , the structural features can be totally di erent which captures the semantic meanings in each space.
Meta-path based rst and second order proximity e basic motivation of embedding methods is to preserve the proximities between nodes in the embedded space. Based on the semantic space materialization, we get the meta-path based neighborhood A π and structural feature X π . We can preserve the rst order proximity by expecting nodes with neighborhood relationship close in the embedding space and preserve the second order proximity by expecting nodes with similar neighborhood distribution in the embedding space.
Neighbor attention layer
A er the semantic space materialization, we extract the meta-path based neighborhood and structural features in each semantic space. Neighbor a ention layer aims at learning meta-path based node embeddings in the semantic space so that the proximities between nodes can be preserved in the learned embedding space.
To achieve this goal, some existing network embedding methods [6, 49] perform random walks on HIN to generate graph contexts and fed into skip-gram model. However, these methods will be time consuming especially when the network is large and dense. Some other methods fed structure based information into deep neural networks [40, 46] . Recently, some methods [11, 16, 39] are proposed to aggregate the feature information from neighborhood nodes and alternatively update the node embeddings. Such methods has been proved to be e ective in many data mining tasks and support inductive learning manners. Inspired by these work, we propose a neighborhood a ention layer to a ending over neighborhood nodes following a self-a ention strategy.
To overcome the sparsity and noisy of the structural features, we rst use a linear transformation, parameterized by weight matrix W π f ∈ R N ×d to transform the structural features into lower dimensional features. Note that the transformation can be replaced by deeper Multilayer Perceptron(MLP) [26] or other dimension reduction methods. Based on the transformed features, we can learn node embeddings by aggregating neighborhood features. However, neighborhood nodes are of di erent importance and a self-a ention strategy is applied to distinguish them. e basic assumption behind this is that nodes with similar structural features should be assigned with higher a ention coe cients. e a ention coe cients between nodes are based on the similarities of structural feature vectors in the transformed feature space:
where s π i j denotes the similarity between node i and j in transformed feature space, W π is the transformation matrix for metapath π , x π i is the structural feature vector of node i based on meta-path π . To make a ention coe cients easily comparable across di erent nodes, we normalize them across all choices of j using the so max function:
where α π i j is the a ention coe cients for node j in learning metapath based embedding based on meta-path π , A π i j is the adjacent relationship between node i and j based on meta-path π .
Once obtained, the normalized a ention coe cients are used to compute a weighted linear combination of neighborhood transformed features:
where σ () is the activation function and we use Tanh function here, h π N (i) is aggregated neighborhood features. Some existing work [39] includes the transformed feature of node in the aggregated neighborhood. However, when there exist large amount of neighborhood nodes, node's personalized feature may be diluted in the neighborhood features. To keep node's personalized structural information as well as aggregate neighborhood information, we apply a concatenation with linear transformation in the following formulation to learn the meta-path based node embedding:
where W π C ∈ R 2d ×d is the weight of linear transformation from the concatenation to the embedding space, h π N (i) is the meta-path based neighborhood embedding, W π f x π i is the transformed node feature, [·] is the concatenation of vectors. e proposed neighbor a ention strategy has the following properties:
(1) e neighborhood aggregating is parallelable for each node which makes it e cient in real-world applications.
(2) By aggregating neighborhood features, the model can be applied to inductive learning problems, including tasks where the model has to generalize to completely unseen graphs. Comparison with existing methods Compared with existing neighborhood aggregation based network embedding methods, our neighbor a ention layer have the following advantages:
(1) Compared with GraphSAGE [11] , the neighbor a ention layer distinguishes the importance of neighborhood nodes based on the similarity of structural features. (2) Compared with GAT [39] , the neighbor a ention layer not only weighted aggregates the neighborhood features but also keeps the information of node's own features by concatenation.
Meta-path attention layer
Given a HIN G and meta-path set {π 1 , π 2 , ..., π m }, the neighborhood a ention layer learns meta-path based embedding for each meta-path. As we have discussed in the former section, each metapath corresponds to a speci c semantic space. e comprehensive node embedding should be based on all these meta-path based embeddings. However, di erent meta-path are expected to re ect distinct semantic facets of an HIN. A key challenge in aggregating di erent meta-paths is distiguish the meta-path based embeddings in the comprehensive node embedding. Take the bibliographic network as an example: authors can be connected by coauthoring a paper(APA), publish paper in same venue(APVPA) and publish paper with same keywords(APTPA). Existing methods aims at preserving all the proximities based on meta-path. However, some authors may publish paper in a wide range of venues which relies on meta-path APVPA, some authors may publish with many co-authors in a limited venues which relies on meta-path APA. Such phenomenon requires embedding methods can model the personalized preference on meta-paths for each author. Also, understanding the importance of each meta-path can help us be er understand structure of HIN.
In our model, we leverage a meta-path a ention layer to distinguish the embedding learned from each meta-path and learn the comprehensive node embedding. e input of this layer is a set of node embeddings of each meta-path:
e output of meta a ention layer is the comprehensive node embeddings.
In order to model the personalized preference on meta-paths, a dataset level preference on the meta-paths is determined to help learn the a ention coe cients for each node. We use a context vector h c ∈ R 1×k to denote the preference, where k is the dimension of the hidden preference. Foe meta-path based embedding similar to the context vector, it will be assigned with higher a ention coe cients. e context vector h c is shared by all the target type nodes in HIN as well as unseen nodes to support inductive learning. h c is randomly initialized and jointly learned during the training process.
To measure the similarity between the context vector and transformed meta-path based embedding, we rst use a linear transformation with non-linear activation to transform the meta-path based embedding into k-dimension preference space:
where W T ∈ R d ×k is the weight of linear transformation, b T is the bias parameter of the transformation. e meta a ention coecients is then based on the similarity between context vector and transformed meta-path based embedding:
where || · || is the L2 normalization of vectors, γ π i is the personalized a ention coe cients on meta-path π for node i .
With the learned a ention coe cients, we can weighted combine these meta-path based embeddings h π to obtain the comprehensive node embedding h i of node i with the following function:
where h i is the comprehensive embedding of node i , γ π i is the a ention coe cients of meta-path π for node i . e proposed meta-path a ention strategy has the following properties:
(1) e meta a ention layer can model the personalized preference on meta-paths for each node. Compared with existing methods [28, 34] that learn global preference for metapaths, this can be applied on complex real-world datasets.
(2) By employing the data set level preference vector, the metapath a ention can be learned for unseen nodes in the inductive manner. As a result, the HAHE model can be applied on dynamic graphs.
Model inference
In order to learn useful, predictive representations of nodes in HIN, we learn the parameters of HAHE in a task-speci c environment. For multi-class classi cation, the objective is to minimize the Cross-Entropy loss between the ground-truth and the predictions:
where Y ic ∈ {0, 1} is ground truth of node i on label c, Z ic ∈ {0, 1} is predicted result of node i on label c. For multi-label classi cation where nodes may have more than one label, we choose multi-label margin loss which is formulated by:
where N is the number of nodes, i is the ground truth label of node i and x i is the predicted probability on labels of node i . Given partial labels of nodes, we can optimize the HAHE model with mini-batch stochastic gradient descent and back propagation algorithm. e overall HAHE model is described in Algorithm 1. 
EXPERIMENT
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments on real-world HINs which demonstrates the superior of our proposed HAHE . We design several experiments to answer the following questions: 
Datasets
We conduct multi-class/multi-label node classi cation and network visualization experiments on several real-world datasets. e details of datasets are described as follows with dataset statistics summarized in Table 3 :
(1) DBLP is a bibliographic network of computer science which is frequently used in the study of heterogeneous networks. It contains four types of objects including paper, author, venue and topic. We use a subset of DBLP containing 4249 papers(P), 1909 authors(A), 18 venues(V) and 4474 topics(T) from 4 areas: database, data mining, machine learning and information retrieval. We conduct multi-class node classi cation for authors and consider the meta-path set: APA, APPA, APVPA, APTPA. (2) IMDB is a movie rating website contains a social network of users and the movie rating of each user. We extract a heterogeneous information network with 942 users(U), 1,318 movies(M), 889 directors(D) and 41,485 actors(A). e type of the movie is used as the label of the movie. We conduct multi-label node classi cation for movies and consider the meta-path set: MDM, MAM, MUM.
(3) Yelp-Restaurant is a social media dataset, released in Yelp Dataset Challenge 1 . We extracted information related to the restaurant business objects of three sub-categories [21] : Fast Food, Sushi Bars and American(New) Food. We construct a HIN of 2,614 business objects (B); 33,360 review objects (R); 1,286 user objects (U) and 82 food relevant keyword objects (K). We conduct multi-class node classi cation for business and consider the meta-path set BRKRB,BRURB. Evaluation Metric For multi-class classi cation, we follow the evaluation strategy of many existing works and use Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 score as the evaluation metric, the Micro-F1 calculates metrics globally by counting the total true positives, false negatives and false positives while Macro-F1 calculates metrics for each label, and nd their unweighted mean.
For multi-label classi cation, it has been a popular research topic on the evaluation metric and we follow the se ing in [51] which 1 h ps://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge includes Micro-F1, Macro-F1, average precision and ROC-AUC score.
Baselines
We evaluate HAHE against six state-of-the-art representation learning models and two HAHE variants.
(1) Node2vec [9] uses truncated random walks to generate node sequences and employ skip-gram model for node representation learning. It is widely used as the baseline of network embedding methods. (2) LINE [36] learn node embedding by preserving both rst order and second order proximities. We compare with LINE to show the e ectiveness of the neighbor a ention layer in learning meta-path based embedding. (3) GraphSAGE [11] learns node embedding by aggregating local neighborhood features. We compare with this method to demonstrate the superior of learning neighbor a ention and combine di erent meta-paths. Here, we use the mean aggregator version of GraphSAGE to show the importance of learning weights for neighbors. (4) GAT [39] is an a ention based network embedding method. e a ention coe cients are learned by a single-layer feedforward neural network. We compared with this method to demonstrate the superior of the proposed meta a ention layer. (5) Metapath2Vec [6] is one of the state-of-the-art network embedding algorithms for HINs. e meta-path guided random walks are performed on HIN for context generation. (6) HIN2vec [8] is another state-of-the-art heterogeneous information network embedding method. It learns the embedding through a deep neural network by considering the meta-path. However, it does not consider the weight of di erent meta-paths. We compare with this method to demonstrate the superior of learning meta-path a ention. (7) HAHE -homo is a variant of HAHE in which we only use one meta-path embedding as the nal embedding of nodes. We use this method to analysis the learned a ention coe cients. Also, the parameters of HAHE -homo is pretrained as the initialization of neighbor a ention layer. (8) HAHE -max/HAHE -avg are variants of HAHE in which we use max pooling/mean pooling to learn the comprehensive embedding from meta-path based embedding. We compare with this method to demonstrate the superior of using meta-path a ention layer to distinguish meta-paths.
We implement the proposed HAHE model with Pytorch. e model parameters are randomly initialized with a xavier initializer and Adam optimizer is employed for optimization. We use the parameters learned by HAHE -homo as the initialization of neighbor a ention layer. We set the learning rate to 0.0005 and the batch size to 512. e vector dimension of all the methods is 128. For the compared methods, we use the code provided by authors. For random walk based method, the number of walks per node is set to 80, the walk length is 100, the size of negative sampling is 5. All the experiments are conducted on a Linux server with one NVIDIA Macro-F1  10%  20%  30%  10%  20%  30%  10%  20%  30%  10%  20% Titan Xp GPU and 24 core Intel Xeon E5-2690 CPU. e code of our model will be released upon acceptance.
Transductive Node Classi cation
5.3.1 Experimental Setup. Node classi cation has been widely used in literature to evaluate network embeddings. Since only a few existing methods support inductive learning in HIN, we rst compare the node classi cation performance in the transductive manner. For methods designed for homogeneous information network including Node2Vec, LINE, GraphSAGE and GAT, we apply semantic space materialization described in section 4.1 and extract the homogeneous information network based on each meta-path. e structural features are used as node a ributes for GraphSAGE and GAT. We select the meta-path with best classi cation performance and report the classi cation results. We use Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 as the evaluation metric for multi-class classi cation in DBLP and YELP. For multi-label classi cation in IMDB dataset, there are several metrics for evaluation and we select Micro-F1, Macro-F1, Average precision score and ROC-AUC score. Table 4 illustrated the multi-class node classi cation results in DBLP and YELP dataset, Table 5 illustrated the multi-label node classi cation results in IMDB dataset. Based on the results, we have the following observations:
Experiment results and analysis.
(1) An overall observation is that HAHE achieves the best performance among the compared algorithms and HAHE variants in terms of all the evaluation metrics. With more labeled data for classi cation, most of the methods get be er performances. is indicates the e ectiveness of our proposed HAHE model for learning node embeddings in HIN. (2) Among the methods deigned for homogeneous information network, GraphSAGE and GAT has be er performance compared with Node2Vec and LINE. is demonstrates the superior of employing the structural features in the embedding learning. Also, GAT gains slight improvements over GraphSAGE which points out that learning weights for neighborhood can help learn be er representations. (3) Compare HAHE with its two variants: HAHE -avg and HAHE -max, we observe that learning a ention for aggregating meta-path based embedding can achieve be er performance. As a fact, mean-pooling and max-pooling are two popular pooling function for aggregating features while the importance of each aspect is ignored. e performance improvement gained by HAHE further indicate the advantage of distinguishing meta-path based embedding.
Inductive Node Classi cation
5.4.1 Experimental Setup. To contextualize the empirical results on inductive benchmarks, we compare our method with baseline methods in the inductive manner. e baseline methods that support inductive learning are GraphSAGE and GAT, which is deigned for homogeneous information network. For inductive node classi cation, given HIN G, we rst sample a subset V p of nodes and extract the relations to conduct a partial HIN G p . e rest nodes are simulated as unseen nodes for inductive learning. Only the edges that between nodes from the subset V p are kept in partial HIN G p . en we learn node embeddings in partial HIN and optimize the parameters for neighborhood aggregation and meta a ention. For nodes not in subset V p , we directly apply the neighbor a ention layer to learn meta-path based embedding from the partial HIN G p and apply meta a ention layer to learn comprehensive embedding. e learned embeddings are fed to classi cation tasks for evaluation.
Experiment results and analysis.
We conduct the inductive experiments on DBLP and YELP dataset, the detailed results are shown in Figure 3 . To summarize, we have the following observations:
(1) An overall observation is that HAHE can learn be er node embeddings in the inductive manner compared with baseline methods. is indicates that by aggregating meta-path based neighborhood information and meta-path based embedding, HAHE can learn good node embeddings in the inductive manner. (2) With the increasing percent of unseen nodes, the performance of methods are ge ing worse. is is explainable since with more unseen nodes, less information is kept in the partial HIN G p : the edges between unseen nodes are missed and the structural feature is incomplete. Embeddings learned from such sub-graph may be hard to support inductive learning. (3) Comparing HAHE with GAT, we nd that the performance of HAHE drops slower with increasing percentage of unseen nodes. is is explainable since HAHE aggregates meta-path embedding from the whole meta-path set while GAT only works in homogeneous information network and we report the results with best meta-path. For unseen nodes, considering more meta-path can aggregate more information from partial HIN G p .
Analysis of learned attention
As we have discussed in the motivation of our model, meta-paths in HIN are of di erent importance in learning node embeddings. In HAHE model, we use meta-path a ention layer to distinguish the meta-paths. To evaluate whether the learned a ention coefcients could re ect the importance of meta-paths, we compared the learned a ention coe cients with the quality of meta-paths. e quality of each meta-path can be represented by meta-path based embedding which is the output of the neighbor a ention layer in HAHE . We directly fed the meta-path based embeddings into node classi cation task and Figure 4 illustrates the comparison of meta-path quality and learned a ention coe cients. Based on the results, we have the following observations:
(1) e basic observation is that there is a positive correlation between the quality of meta-path and learned a ention coe cients. meta-path with be er quality is assigned with larger a ention coe cients. is proves that the learned a ention coe cients can properly re ect the quality of meta-paths. As a result, users can have deeper insight of semantic meanings of meta-paths in HIN.
(2) Another interesting observation is that the qualities of meta-paths are signi cantly di erent. For example, in the DBLP data set, meta-path APVPA gets the best performance while APA gets the worst performance. is is explainable since the APA refers to the relationship of coauthorship and most of the author can only coauthor with limited number of other authors, as a result, only a few neighborhoods could provide information and the structural feature of author is sparse based on such meta-path.
Case Study: Network Visualization
Network visualization is one of the popular applications of network embedding which supports tasks such as data exploration and understanding. Following the experimental se ing of existing works [24] , we rst learn low dimensional representation for each node and then map them into the 2-D space with t-SNE [38] . Figure 5 illustrates the network visualization results on DBLP dataset considering meta-path APA, APPA, APTPA and APVPA. Each dot denotes a node in the HIN and each color denotes label of a class. A good embedding method is expected to make nodes with same label close to each other while far for nodes with di erent labels. As observed in Fig 5, the state-of-the-art baseline methods Metap-ath2Vec and HIN2Vec do not separate the nodes as good as HAHE . e visualization results of HAHE are quite clear since most of nodes with same label (color) are close to each other and nodes with di erent labels(colors) are far from each other. is further veri es the e ectiveness of the proposed HAHE method.
Parameter Analysis
In this subsection, we investigate the parameter sensitivity of HAHE . More speci cally, we evaluate how di erent numbers of the preference space dimensions can a ect the results of node classi cation. Following the previous experiment se ings, we only change the numbers of the embedding dimensions to show how the dimensionality a ects the performance of HAHE . 
Micro-F1
(c) IMDB Figure 6 : Micro-F1 score of HAHE w.r.t dimensionality of context vector. Figure 6 illustrates the result of Micro-F1 score w.r.t dimensionality. We can see that the dimensionality slightly a ect the classi cation performance. In each dataset, when the number of dimensions continuously increases, the Micro-F1 score have minor changes(within 1%) which shows that HAHE is not very sensitive to the dimensionality of context vector.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed the HAHE model for heterogeneous information network embedding which supports inductive learning. In HAHE model, a hierarchical a ention architecture is proposed to distinguish the importance of neighborhood nodes and meta-paths for learning comprehensive embeddings. Experimental results of transductive and inductive node classi cation, network visualization on real-world HIN datasets demonstrate the superior performance of HAHE compared to several state-of-the-art heterogeneous information network embedding methods.
is paper suggests several potential future directions of research. First, the recommender system can be viewed as a HIN with rich a ribute information, the problem of recommending items or friends to users can be based on the embedding of items and users. Another possible direction is to take the a ributes of nodes into consideration since in real-world datasets, nodes are o en associated with rich information. Finally, learning embedding for all types of nodes is also an interesting problem to solve.
